I. INTRODUCTION
Since the 1980s, governments have deployed market-based policies in nearly every area of environmental law: from fisheries management and air pollution control to wetlands protection and greenhouse gas reduction programs.
1 These policies, which encourage changes in the behavior of firms through price signals rather than through regulatory mandates or pollution limits, 2 have attracted wide support among policymakers and scholars. As Jody Freeman and Charles Kolstad have explained, "the superiority of market-based instruments has developed into a virtual orthodoxy" in environmental policy circles, and advocates of market-based policies have "capture [d] the high ground in policy debates." 3 Energy efficiency policy has long been an exception to this trend. Since the oil crises of the 1970s, energy efficiency law has been dominated by prescriptive government regulations such as minimum performance standards for appliances and minimum average fuel economy standards for cars and trucks, 4 supplemented by information disclosure requirements such as product labeling. 5 This traditional approach, though criticized in some quarters for being overly bureaucratic and reducing consumer choice, 6 has been remarkably effective in saving fuel and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 7 In prior work, I argued for an expansion of energy efficiency regulation in the United States. 8 Improving energy efficiency-that is, reducing the amount of energy consumed to produce the goods and services of modern economiesis one of the most important steps that governments can take to address climate change. 9 As the United States and governments around the world consider new approaches to energy efficiency, this Article addresses whether market-based policies should replace or supplement the traditional regulatory framework. Could energy savings be quantified, packaged, and traded among firms, just as firms now trade carbon dioxide emissions allowances and fishing quotas? What would we gain by turning energy savings into a tradable commodity? And how would such trading markets contribute to climate change goals?
These questions are not just theoretical, as several governments are already operating energy efficiency markets. France and Italy established such markets a decade ago to reduce electricity and gas consumption, 7. For example, the U.S. Department of Energy estimates that its efficiency regulations issued since 1987 for equipment such as refrigerators and air conditioners will avoid seven billion tons of greenhouse gas emissions through 2030. U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, SAVING ENERGY AND MONEY THROUGH APPLIANCE AND EQUIPMENT STANDARDS (2015) , available at http://energy.gov/ sites/prod/files/2015/02/f19/equipment_standards_factsheet_updated_Feb_11_2015.pdf.
8. Sachs, supra note 4. 9. MCKINSEY & CO., ENERGY EFFICIENCY: A COMPELLING GLOBAL RESOURCE 2 (2010) (noting that energy efficiency represents about forty percent of the greenhouse gas reduction potential that can be achieved for less than sixty euros per ton); John C. Dernbach and India established a market in 2012 to improve industrial energy efficiency. 11 Although the theory of tradable permits originated in the United States, 12 the United States has not established a market for energy efficiency, and the markets operating abroad have received little attention here.
The new energy efficiency markets are a legal hybrid. They involve a government-established, mandatory energy savings target for an industry or individual firm, coupled with trading among firms of Energy Savings Certificates ("ESCerts"). ESCerts are government-issued certificates that purport to certify that a firm has achieved a certain amount of energy savings. 13 In the trading market, firms that can surpass their own energy savings target will become sellers of the ESCerts, while firms that fall short of their target are obligated to purchase ESCerts from the betterperforming firms. In theory, the trading price of the ESCert should provide an incentive for firms to undertake investments in energy efficient equipment and practices that they otherwise would have overlooked.
14 While few American scholars have studied these markets, international scholarship, written mainly by economists and energy policy analysts, has been enthusiastic, 15 echoing the broad scholarly support for tradable permit programs in other areas of environmental law. 16 Scholars have contended that energy efficiency markets create flexibility for firms, provide continuing incentives to save energy, and achieve a given amount of energy savings (or efficiency improvement) at lower cost than traditional, prescriptive approaches to energy efficiency. 17 claimed that ESCert markets are a "breakthrough plan" 18 that can "unlock energy saving potentials" 19 and serve as a "market-based and credible accounting instrument" to achieve environmental goals.
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After reviewing the experience with energy efficiency markets to date, I arrive at a contrary position, one that challenges the use of tradable permits to promote energy efficiency. I conclude that there are persistent, structural weaknesses in the current energy efficiency markets in Europe and India and that these weaknesses reveal overlooked dynamics in tradable permit programs. Advocates of energy efficiency markets are neglecting important issues of institutional design and governance, and my review raises questions about the environmental integrity of the markets, their oversight, and their ability to contribute to climate change mitigation. The transaction costs of energy efficiency markets are high, they are not easily scaled, and they have not appeared to promote technology innovation. While tradable permit programs have been successful in other areas of environmental law, they do not appear to be a good fit for promoting energy efficiency.
Tradable permits appear to falter for energy efficiency because of the need to package energy savings-non-use of a resource-into a tradable commodity. In other environmental markets, participants trade items such as wetland acreage or renewable energy generation that can be directly measured or metered. 21 But energy efficiency markets lack those direct measures, creating troubling uncertainty about whether the energy savings are real and whether environmental goals are actually being achieved. Because regulated entities can "game" complex ESCert trading systems, resulting in unwarranted credits, windfall profits, and undermining of environmental goals, governments should be cautious about embracing this form of market-oriented environmental policy.
This Article identifies three major problems that undermine these new markets. First, energy efficiency markets struggle to ensure additionality. That is, regulators cannot ensure that the energy savings claimed by firms are real and additional to energy savings that would have occurred in the absence of the programs. Far from being a "break- Second, I show that the energy savings targets that governments have established for these markets have been unambitious, closely tracking business-as-usual improvements in energy efficiency in the economy. Although nothing would prohibit a nation from setting more ambitious energy savings targets, I discuss a variety of political factors that militate against target stringency and show why lax targets appear to be common in many market-based environmental policies. With lax savings targets in most of the existing programs, the trading prices for ESCerts have remained low, and the programs have not forced significant changes in the behavior of firms.
Finally, I show that energy efficiency markets are prone to what I call energy savings "leakage," similar to the well-known problem of carbon leakage in cap-and-trade programs. 23 In energy savings leakage, firms participating in an energy efficiency market can outsource energy intensive parts of their operations to non-regulated firms, improving their paper record of energy savings without any actual savings of energy (and associated greenhouse gas emissions) in the jurisdiction.
My skeptical view of energy efficiency markets contributes to a body of literature that questions the assumed superiority of marketoriented approaches in environmental law. 24 Recent scholarship has highlighted problems involving enforcement, target setting, permit allocation, and strategic gaming in a number of market-oriented environmental programs. 25 I do not contend that all market-based policies are ineffective. Trading markets have performed well in areas such as air pollution control and wetlands protection. 26 But it has become clear that trading mar- kets often fail to achieve their objectives and require far more government oversight and intervention than market advocates recognize. They are simply not the right policy tool for every environmental goal, and they are not the right tool for promoting energy efficiency. This Article proceeds as follows: in Part II, I provide an overview of ESCert trading and discuss some of the key design choices that governments must make to establish an energy efficiency market. Part II is primarily descriptive and outlines the regulatory framework for the markets. Part III explores the results of the major ESCert programs established to date, focusing on the programs in Europe and India. I show that the European programs have resulted in only modest energy savings and that India's program, while potentially more ambitious in its design, has set lax energy efficiency targets in its early years of operation. Finally, in Part IV, I discuss some of the major problems with ESCert trading. Drawing on economic and legal literature on market-based approaches to environmental law, I demonstrate why the programs are plagued by problems of measurement, verification, and credibility. I conclude that adapting tradable permits to promote energy efficiency is not likely to contribute significantly to climate change goals.
II. DESIGNING TRADING MARKETS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY
To understand the dynamics of using tradable permits for energy efficiency, it is important to understand the rationale for the markets and how they operate. What are the legal and policy choices that undergird the markets? And why do advocates consider these markets to be a breakthrough for reducing energy consumption? In this Part, I address these questions by discussing energy efficiency markets from the standpoint of institutional design.
I proceed from the proposition, widely shared, that some government intervention is necessary in energy markets. There is a massive literature that explains why markets for electricity, gas, and other fuels, as well as markets for energy efficient equipment, are prone to market barriers and market failures, with the result that firms and households do not adopt energy efficient technologies and practices, even when doing so would be profitable. 27 This suboptimal investment has been dubbed the "energy efficiency paradox" or "energy efficiency gap," 28 and it leads to over-consumption of climate-altering fossil fuels. The academic literature is virtually unanimous in advocating some government action to overcome these market barriers and market failures. 29 The debate is about which mix of policy tools should be deployed.
A. The Rationale for Energy Efficiency Markets
The argument in favor of harnessing tradable permits for energy efficiency is that the trading will allow jurisdictions to reach a desired reduction in energy consumption while providing more flexibility to firms (and lower costs) than an equivalent governmental mandate.
Assume, for example, that a jurisdiction aims to reduce energy consumption by eight percent over five years. The government may view this reduction as important for reaching climate change goals or it may simply have few energy resources of its own and wants to reduce fuel imports. Assume further that two firms dominate the energy consumption in the jurisdiction. Firm A can achieve more than an eight percent energy savings in its operations with minor capital investments, while Firm B needs to make significant capital investments to achieve an eight percent savings.
A market in tradable ESCerts would allow Firm A, which has the capability to surpass its target, to sell the resulting ESCerts to Firm B to make up its shortfall, equalizing the marginal cost of compliance between the firms and lowering the overall cost of the program. In some trading markets, non-obligated actors (those that do not themselves have a government-mandated energy savings target) are allowed to participate in the trading markets. 30 Consider Firm C, a manufacturer that can document energy savings from overhauling an existing process line. Regulators might award an ESCert to Firm C, which can then sell it to Firm B, the larger, underperforming obliged firm in the program. ESCert markets are offset markets. 31 By purchasing an ESCert from another firm that has achieved energy savings elsewhere, a firm can offset a portion of its own energy savings mandate. The ESCert itself is a government-issued certificate (or electronic equivalent) that purports to certify that a firm has achieved a certain amount of energy savings. Typically denominated as savings of megawatt-hours of electricity or savings of tons of oil equivalent ("toe"), 32 an ESCert is both an accounting tool and a tradable property right with fluctuating value in the marketplace.
There are other policy tools, of course, that might also incentivize firms to reduce energy consumption. The government could raise energy taxes, for example, but energy tax increases are unpopular and regressive. Energy taxes, moreover, provide price signals to firms but cannot guarantee any particular quantity of energy savings, whereas energy efficiency markets are quantity-based instruments that attempt to lock in a particular energy savings goal (or a specific improvement in energy efficiency).
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According to advocates, flexibility is one of the most important advantages of the markets. Not only can firms choose whether they want to be buyers or sellers of ESCerts, but those who choose to be sellers can also choose which technological upgrades or changes in production practices they will adopt to conserve energy. 34 No government agency dictates the exact technologies or practices that firms must adopt.
The ability to package energy savings into a tradable ESCert should, in theory, incentivize investments in energy efficient equipment that might otherwise be overlooked. If a firm concludes, for example, that an investment in highly efficient boilers, motors, or refrigeration equipment has a seven-year pay-back period, the accompanying sale of ESCerts from the energy savings might shorten the pay-back period to five years, motivating the firm to undertake the investment. 35 In this way, advocates argue, ESCerts can "change mindsets" by making business managers focus on energy efficiency opportunities they may otherwise overlook. 36 Advocates also point to the scalability of ESCert programs as one of their most attractive features. 37 While traditional policy tools in energy efficiency aim at particular product categories, such as automobiles or refrigerators, energy efficiency markets might involve whole industries or even entire cities, states, or regions. Indeed, one could envision a system where any actor could locate an energy efficiency improvement, undertake it or fund it, and then "package" the resulting quantified energy savings into an ESCert, tradable to some other party obliged to find savings under the program. The trading could be cross-industry and even crossborder.
In this expansive vision of some market advocates, efficiency markets could be harnessed to reduce energy consumption in industry, residences, commercial and government buildings, and even transportation networks.
38 Participants in the markets could theoretically include not only major industries, but also millions of small businesses, transportation providers, property owners, and even individuals. 39 Each would be motivated by the sale price of ESCerts to locate opportunities for energy savings and undertake efficiency improvements in any area of the economy. 40 Clearly, the expectations for what energy efficiency markets can accomplish are quite high. But this expansive vision-that market trading can unlock otherwise overlooked energy efficiency improvements and thereby significantly reduce energy consumption throughout the economy-is based on a number of assumptions that are not realistic. The vision assumes, for example, that ESCert prices will materially affect firms' investment decisions, that firms in fact have divergent marginal costs to achieve the energy savings target set by the government, and that an ESCert represents actual energy savings that would not have occurred in the absence of the program.
As I detail later in this Article, many of these assumptions are questionable, and the reality of designing and operating these markets on the ground is quite different from the theoretical vision of market proponents.
B. Making the Market
Creating a trading market for energy efficiency is a multi-step process with numerous challenges of institutional design. Not only must a government create a new property right in quantified energy savings, but it also must monitor and verify the energy savings to ensure that the credits it issues reflect real reductions in energy consumption. Governments must also make a number of preliminary decisions regarding the actors to be obligated under the program and the structure of the mar- 40. Margonelli, supra note 18 (advocating that the United States should create a national energy efficiency market that encompasses utilities and the transportation sector).
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ket.Creating an energy efficiency market usually involves four foundational steps:
Determining the Obliged Actors
The first step is to determine which industries or firms will become obliged under the program. Two basic market models have emerged. 41 In the first model, prevalent in Europe, the firms subject to energy savings targets are energy suppliers and/or distributors. They earn ESCerts by performing small-scale, geographically dispersed energy efficiency upgrades in homes and businesses (which tend to underinvest in efficiency on their own). 42 For example, utilities might subsidize energy efficient thermostats for their customers or assist in the installation of residential insulation. In many countries, utilities have conducted these kinds of efficiency upgrades for decades under utility Demand Side Management ("DSM") obligations. 43 The ESCert trading markets are touted as a mechanism to aggregate the energy savings achieved in small increments in individual buildings, allowing utilities to reach their DSM obligations at lower cost. 44 Under the second model, used in India, the firms subject to the energy savings targets are energy end-users, typically large industrial firms in industries such as steel, concrete, and aluminum. 45 The goal of this market model is industrial energy efficiency improvement, and geographically, the energy efficiency upgrades are highly localized within the fence-lines of particular industrial plants. 46 Firms are expected to find energy efficiency improvements within their own operations, or they must purchase ESCerts from better-performing firms if they fall short of their target.
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There are some clear trade-offs in the choice of obliged parties. Under the first model, only a handful of firms need to be regulated and overseen, and these firms (energy suppliers and distributors) are already subject to some governmental regulation. 48 The energy suppliers and dis- tributors act as a leverage point through which the program promotes energy efficiency upgrades in a large number of residential and commercial properties. Because of the geographic breadth of these programs and the number of properties involved, this model for an energy efficiency market tends to incentivize utilities to deploy relatively cheap, off-theshelf technologies capable of mass replication. Utilities may, for example, distribute millions of compact fluorescent light bulbs, upgrade insulation in residences, or replace showerheads. 49 More complicated practices or technologies that might offer greater energy savings, such as changes in building siting or design, tend to get overlooked. 50 In the second model aimed at industrial energy efficiency, each obliged firm has a direct incentive to improve its own energy efficiency. For example, a steel plant might be given the target of improving the energy efficiency of its own operations by five percent over five years. This market model puts a much wider range of technologies and practices in play to save energy within the confines of individual facilities. To achieve the government-set target, one firm might choose to invest in state-ofthe-art boilers or air conditioning, while another might choose to make changes in its production line or use different raw materials that require less processing on site. Under this model, ESCerts can be traded across industry sectors. An inefficient chemical plant, for example, might purchase ESCerts from a highly efficient steel plant to achieve its target under the program.
While the options to improve energy efficiency within a firm are nearly limitless in this second model, there are also greatly increased transaction costs involved in verifying energy savings in diverse firms throughout an economy, rather than overseeing a handful of energy suppliers and distributers.
Defining the Property Right
Once the obliged entities are identified, the next step in an ESCert program is to create and define a tradable property right. Energy efficiency markets are often compared to other market-based environmental programs, such as cap-and-trade programs for pollution control or tradable fishing permit schemes, but there is an important difference. In those programs, the property right established by the government is typically a right to emit a certain amount of pollutant or a right to use a certain amount of a natural resource. 51 The items traded can be metered or measured. The property right for an ESCert program, on the other hand, is unusual. It is a right to own and trade a quantified level of energy savings. The property right accrues to firms that achieve non-use of the valuable resource that the program is trying to conserve. Governments calculate this non-use (and the number of ESCerts to be issued) by comparing the amount of energy the regulated firm actually consumed (or its customers consumed, in the case of utilities) against a hypothetical baseline of energy consumption that would likely have occurred in the absence of the program. 52 Because of the need to calculate non-use of a resource to define the property right, ESCert programs are far more complex than a typical tradable-permit program. Instead, ESCert markets more closely resemble other offset markets such as the UN's Clean Development Mechanism ("CDM"). The CDM is a prime example of the measurement, verification, and credibility problems that offset markets encounter.
Established under the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, the CDM aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from developing countries. 53 Under the CDM, an Executive Board determines the number of emissions reduction credits that it will award to a project developer by estimating the greenhouse gas emissions from a project over its lifespan (which may be zero in the case of a solar or wind power project) and comparing those emissions to the larger, hypothetical "baseline" emissions (such as those from a fossil-fuel generating plant) that would otherwise have occurred over that same time. 54 The CDM, like most offset markets, relies heavily on estimation and projections to determine the avoided emissions of greenhouse gases and the resulting amount of credits to be awarded. 55 The program has been heavily criticized for its inability to ensure that the credits represent true reductions in emissions. 56 Problems of estimation, measurement, and verification similarly plague energy efficiency markets, and I return to this issue in Part IV. 52. For example, in the simplest form of a trading market, if a firm is projected to use X megawatt-hours of electricity in a given year, and it actually uses the lower amount Y megawatt-hours, it will be issued ESCerts equal to the difference of X and Y. It can then sell those ESCerts to underperforming firms that were unable to reach their energy savings targets.
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Target Setting and Verification
Once the property right is defined, the next step in establishing an ESCert program is to set the energy savings or energy efficiency targets for the obliged firms. Setting the target involves an initial decision by the government about whether the program aims to save a fixed amount of energy compared to the status quo or instead aims to improve energy efficiency (energy used per unit of output of a single firm or per unit of GDP). 57 In the latter case, the target may actually allow increases in energy consumption if output is rapidly growing, as in India. 58 Target setting involves a projection by the regulatory authority of economically feasible energy savings or efficiency improvements-those that are possible using available technology, with reasonable costs for regulated firms. For example, France established a target for its energy efficiency market of 345 terawatt-hours of energy savings between 2011 and 2013. 59 India set a target of a 5.88% improvement in efficiency in its steel industry between 2012 and 2015. 60 Once national or industry-wide savings targets are established, regulators typically allocate the target to individual firms on the basis of market share or other criteria. 61 Finally, within each program cycle, the regulatory authority must determine whether each firm has surpassed its energy savings or energy efficiency target (and will be issued ESCerts) or has instead fallen short and will become obligated to purchase ESCerts. Governments often impose an additional financial penalty on those firms that have failed to meet their targets.
Creation of a Trading Platform
There are innumerable ways to structure a trading market once regulators have issued ESCerts to firms. Some countries, such as France and Italy, have established relatively liquid exchanges, with a spot market in certificates. 62 savings through bilateral contracts, without issuance of certificates. 63 The ESCerts themselves need to be tracked by regulators so that once a firm uses them for compliance purposes, the certificate is retired and cannot be used again. 64 Regulators may impose price floors or ceilings to avoid wide fluctuations in the trading price and provide some market certainty to participants. 65 They may establish specialized exchanges for ESCerts or rely on an existing exchange.
Theoretically, the certified energy savings represented by an ESCert could be converted to a measure of avoided greenhouse gas emissions. Once energy savings are expressed in terms of a fungible unit, such as tons of oil equivalent, it is a straightforward process to convert the energy savings into the number of tons of avoided greenhouse gas emissions. 
The four-step process outlined here demonstrates the high degree of governmental involvement that is needed to establish and oversee energy efficiency markets. Although these are ostensibly "market-based" policies, the real work of an ESCert trading market is accomplished by the governmental mandate to reduce energy consumption (or the mandate to improve energy efficiency). The trading market is best viewed as an adjunct to that regulatory mandate, allowing increased flexibility for firms and potentially lowering the cost of compliance. The ESCert trading market, once established, also needs continuing governmental oversight to verify that claimed energy savings have actually occurred.
Advocates of market-based approaches in environmental law tend to underestimate the degree of government standard setting, supervision, and enforcement that is needed to run effective market-based programs. 67 But as is clear from this discussion of the design of an energy ef- ficiency market, a strong governmental hand is needed at every stage of the process, and there are substantial transaction costs in the programs.
As two scholars concluded with respect to ESCert markets, the programs are "rather demanding with respect to design and operation of the system."
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III. THE INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS
With ESCert programs being touted as a next-generation, climatechange-mitigation policy, and with many analysts suggesting that energy efficiency markets should be expanded in the United States, it is important to examine the experience with these markets to date. 69 In this Part, I assess the major energy efficiency markets that have been established in Europe and in India. 70 India's Perform Achieve Trade ("PAT") program is still nascent. 71 Because there is no data on the performance of PAT, my review of the Indian program focuses on some of the regulatory design choices made by Indian regulators in establishing the program.
A. The European Experience with Energy Efficiency Markets
Energy efficiency markets involving tradable ESCerts (also called "White Certificates" or "White Tags" in Europe) are currently operating in France, Italy, and Denmark. 72 The United Kingdom operated a form of energy efficiency market, involving bilateral contracts among utilities rather than fully tradable certificates, from 2002 to 2012, but it has now ended the program in favor of a larger package of greenhouse-gasemissions-reductions efforts. While some studies of the energy efficiency markets in Europe have concluded that they have overall net monetary benefits, 74 it cannot be determined whether those benefits came from the market trading component of these programs or from the underlying governmental mandates to major utilities to reduce energy consumption in their service areas. There is evidence to suggest that the trading component of these programs has not significantly contributed to their environmental goals. In the early years of these programs, for example, the energy savings targets were quite modest, trading volumes were low, and it is clear that the markets had a negligible impact on greenhouse gas emissions. According to a 2009 European Commission study, for example, the energy savings targets adopted by the UK, Italy, and France for their utilities represented only 0.6%, 0.3%, and 0.14% of the total annual energy consumption in those countries, respectively.
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Several broad conclusions can be drawn from the European experience with ESCert trading. First, it is clear that the utilities that participate in the programs have been able to reach their energy savings targets fairly easily, which suggests unambitious target setting by the national governments. The European Commission reported, for example, that "over-compliance has been observed in all the existing schemes in the EU, which . . . signals unimposing targets in comparison to economic saving potential." 76 In France, the two big energy retailers subject to the program were both able to surpass their energy savings targets, achieving 120.7% of their assigned target at a cost equal to one fifth the penalty had they not achieved it. 77 Similarly, in the United Kingdom and Italy, nearly all the obliged participants in the program reached or surpassed their savings targets.
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Given that the market participants regularly exceeded their energy savings targets on their own, the market trading aspect of the programs was largely superfluous (there were many sellers and few buyers of ESCerts). The underlying energy savings mandates, not market trading, drove the participating firms to build or fund energy efficiency upgrades in their service areas. A second lesson from the European experience is that features designed to reduce transaction costs in energy efficiency markets can have the effect of reducing the ambition of the programs. The European markets rely heavily on an ex ante, "deemed savings" approach to energy measurement and verification. 79 In this approach, energy regulators simply "deem," or credit, a specified amount of energy savings when electric and gas utilities implement energy-saving techniques for their residential and commercial customers. 80 This reduces transaction costs because no auditor has to conduct field checks on an ex post basis to measure the actual energy savings. In France, for example, utilities can choose from a menu of over 100 projects listed in the regulations, with associated "deemed" energy savings for each.
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As a result of this approach, the European energy efficiency markets have prompted increased spending and deployment of a wide range of off-the-shelf energy efficiency upgrades, such as upgrading insulation or distributing energy efficient light bulbs. 82 But there is no evidence that ESCert trading has led to transformational improvements in the energy efficiency of products, equipment, or materials. By standardizing the possible energy efficiency upgrades under the programs, governments can reduce transaction costs, but the result is that investments are directed "towards energy savings measures with the lowest cost, thereby deterring investments in projects that may have greater up-front costs, or longer payback periods, but would achieve potentially greater or broader energy savings."
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A third major lesson from Europe is that ESCert trading makes sense only if firms obliged under the program in fact have varying marginal costs to achieve energy savings. If all firms have nearly identical marginal cost curves, then it makes little sense to enact a tradable permit program. 84 Yet because the European programs rely heavily on a standardized menu of possible energy efficiency upgrades, the marginal compliance costs of obliged parties are likely to be similar. In the United Kingdom, for example, the participating utilities all hired the same set of subcontractors to make insulation and lighting upgrades in residences, so there was not likely to be a wide variation in their costs. 85 
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might see more variation in marginal costs if the energy savings targets were more stringent, but as long as the targets are unambitious, the marginal cost of achieving the targets is likely to be uniform across firms. The European experience suggests that the impact of energy efficiency markets on greenhouse gas emissions is modest. Some analysts have suggested that the programs have had local and regional benefits, such as avoiding construction of new transmission lines and lowering bills for low-income households, but the programs have not appeared to contribute significantly to national and EU-wide climate change goals. Indeed, the European Commission has consistently rejected proposals to institute an EU-wide energy efficiency market, principally because of the difficulty of scaling the markets across national borders. 86 There would be significant objections, for example, if a French utility could fund energy efficiency upgrades in Sweden and then charge its French ratepayers for the cost. 87 So after a decade of experience, the new market-based approach to energy efficiency remains confined to a handful of European nations.
B. India's Perform Achieve Trade Program
India is implementing a different framework for an energy efficiency market, one aimed not at energy suppliers and distributors as in Europe, but rather at energy end-users in the industrial sector. Under India's PAT program, large industrial facilities are expected to achieve efficiency improvements, defined as energy used per unit of output, within their own operations, with the goal of saving energy compared to business-as-usual projections. 88 This market model differs significantly from the European model and raises its own challenges, particularly regarding estimation and verification of energy savings and transaction costs.
Launched in 2012, PAT establishes energy efficiency targets and an ESCert trading market among 478 separate plants in eight industries: thermal power plants, fertilizer, cement, pulp and paper, textiles, chloralkali, iron and steel, and aluminum. 89 The program's objective is to improve energy efficiency in the industrial sector, which is the largest sector of energy consumption in India. 90 Though the eight covered industries 86. BERTOLDI & REZESSY, supra note 49, at 50. 87. Id. at 40 (2009) ("The strong local benefits of energy savings projects . . . present the major difficulty related to the establishment of a Community-wide white certificate market.").
88. Gupta, supra note 71, at 39. 89. The firms subject to PAT are concentrated in India's industrial areas of Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Gujarat, and Tamil Nadu. Forty-eight percent of all the plants subject to PAT are located in these four states. Id. at 40.
90. India has had various energy efficiency policy initiatives since the 1970s. The initiatives were originally aimed at energy security and reducing reliance on imports during the oil shocks of the 1970s. represent twenty-five percent of India's annual GDP, they represent forty-five percent of India's total energy consumption. 91 The program is aimed primarily at reducing fuel imports and improving the international competitiveness of industry, not at greenhouse gas reductions. Nonetheless, the Ministry of Power estimated that between 2012 and 2015, the program would avoid ninety-eight million tons of greenhouse gas emissions that would otherwise have occurred.
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While the European programs aim to save fixed amounts of energy, India's program aims at energy efficiency, defined as energy consumed per unit of output by a firm. 93 It does not guarantee any absolute level of energy savings. Improvements in energy efficiency could be achieved through a number of policy instruments, including raising energy taxes or subsidizing plant upgrades. India instead opted for a market-based trading policy to address the so-called "bandwidth" problem in Indian industry. 94 The bandwidth problem refers to the fact that some Indian industrial firms are highly energy efficient, among the top performing firms in the world in terms of energy consumption per unit of output. 95 Other firms in the same industry lag far behind, using double or even triple the amount of energy per unit of output as the top performing plants. 96 In fast-growing industries such as steel or concrete, these laggard, energy-hogging firms remain in business because aggregate demand for materials is growing so quickly in India. 97 Every available plant therefore operates at capacity, despite wide differences in their cost structure and their consumption of is an extension of earlier legislation, the Energy Policy Act of 2001, in which Parliament created a new Bureau of Energy Efficiency and mandated efficiency standards for appliances, energy consumption labeling, and energy audits of energy-intensive industries. See USAID, REPORT ON energy. Under PAT's trading structure, the marginal cost of efficiency upgrades is likely to vary widely, and the best-performing firms would be in a position to sell credits to the firms that operate antiquated plants.
Whether India can pull off this ambitious program is an open question. 98 PAT faces many of the same design challenges for an energy efficiency market that European nations face, and there are even greater transaction costs in the plant-by-plant measurement and verification system that is at the heart of the PAT program.
The mechanics are complex. For each of the 478 plants in the PAT program, the government set an energy efficiency target that the firm had to meet over the three-year period from 2012 to 2015. 99 The individual plant targets (from one to three percent per year) were established as a target improvement in efficiency compared to that plant's baseline energy efficiency, which was assessed over the three-year period from 2007 to 2010. 100 In early 2015, the energy consumption of each plant was measured to determine whether the plant surpassed its target and should be awarded ESCerts or whether the plant had fallen short of its target.
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In contrast to the European programs, with their off-the-shelf standardized set of efficiency upgrades, the PAT program is bespoke: each firm can customize the efficiency investments it wants to make within its own operations. There is no "deemed" energy savings from a standard menu of technological upgrades. Instead, the Indian plants can reach their targets through any mechanism they want, including equipment upgrades, changes in manufacturing processes, or fundamental changes to the plant. 102 They can also choose not to make any changes and purchase ESCerts on the market instead. 103 Compared to the European programs, PAT puts a much wider range of technologies and practices into play for achieving improvements in efficiency.
The drawback of this approach, however, is that the changes in energy consumption at each plant must be measured in the field, through ex post auditing at the end of each program period, rather than the ex ante deemed savings approach. This is a substantial task for the 478 plants in the program, and this approach raises significant concerns about addi- tionality-whether the program is crediting improvements in energy efficiency that would have occurred anyway at the plant. Moreover, the energy measurements at each plant will be conducted by a network of third-party auditors, 104 raising the possibility of corruption in the program. In India, corruption in environmental law enforcement is rampant. 105 These monitoring and verification challenges will become even more complex if India follows through on plans to expand PAT to additional plants and industries.
IV. PROBLEMS OF INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS
As this discussion of the European and Indian programs suggests, energy efficiency markets are complex and require substantial governmental oversight to ensure that claimed energy savings have actually occurred. Under both the European model (covering energy suppliers and distributors) and the Indian model (covering energy end-users), it is clear that there are several hurdles to establishing effective, credible energy efficiency markets. The idealized vision of tradable permits, which predicts that trading will allow obligated firms to achieve an environmental goal at lower cost than traditional mandates, runs into several practical obstacles in the context of energy efficiency.
In this Part, I focus on three major problems of institutional design in energy efficiency markets: ensuring additionality, setting an environmentally meaningful savings target, and maintaining a system boundary. Together, these problems present a formidable set of challenges. They call into question the desirability of using tradable permits in this area of environmental law.
A. The Problem of Ensuring Additionality
The most pressing problem of institutional design is how to ensure additionality in energy efficiency markets-that is, how to award ESCerts only for real, verifiable energy savings that are additional to what firms would have achieved anyway in the absence of the programs. A failure to ensure additionality will undermine trust in the market by the public and by market participants, yet the transaction costs associated with accurately measuring energy savings are substantial. 106 Failure to en- 
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sure additionality also undermines the environmental goals of the program because in an ESCert market, firms that do not reach their energy savings or energy efficiency targets can purchase ESCerts to make up the difference. If those ESCerts, purporting to represent additional energy savings, were instead issued for energy savings that would have occurred anyway, then the trading program will actually weaken the underlying energy savings goals of the jurisdiction.
107
Additionality in the context of ESCerts can be defined as "the certification of genuine and durable increases in the level of energy efficiency beyond what would have occurred in the absence of energy efficiency intervention."
108 To ensure additionality, regulators must avoid double counting efficiency improvements created by other programs (such as tax breaks for installing efficient appliances or other equipment), and they must also ensure that the ESCerts are additional to background improvements in energy efficiency being experienced in particular industries or in the economy as a whole.
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For several reasons, additionality is particularly difficult to ensure in energy efficiency markets. First, energy efficiency is often profitable. Even without ESCert programs, firms strive to reduce their energy consumption per unit of output for competitive reasons, and households and businesses similarly look for energy savings (such as installing compact fluorescent light bulbs or efficient air conditioners). 110 To be sure, the level of energy efficiency investment is widely seen to be suboptimal, but even without ESCert trading programs, firms and households invest billions of dollars annually in equipment and practices that can reduce their fuel and electricity costs.
111 If a regulator awards ESCerts for energy savings that the claimant would have pursued anyway, for its own reasons, 108. TRADABLE CERTIFICATES, supra note 17, at 59; see also Mundaca, Markets for Energy Efficiency, supra note 15, at 3021.
109. As energy policy scholars Ole Langniss and Barbara Praetorius have explained, regulators must "take into account likely changes in relevant regulation and laws, the trend in autonomous efficiency improvements and changes of other basic variables such as the development of markets for products of the project . . . ." Langniss & Praetorius, supra note 15, at 207 (internal citation omitted).
110. See FRIEDMAN ET AL., supra note 32, at 8, 9, 12 (discussing the multiple reasons why firms strive to reduce their energy consumption); see also Second, additionality is difficult to ensure in ESCert programs because there is a natural rate of improvement in energy efficiency over time due to technological advancement and productivity improvements. Energy consumed per unit of GDP has been declining throughout the developed world since the 1970s.
113 Nations are getting better at producing goods and services with fewer energy inputs because of improvements in technology, a shift from heavy manufacturing to services, advances in materials science, changes in capital markets, more efficient motors and building design, and a host of other reasons.
114 Energy consumption may decline in a utility's service area for a variety of reasons, including improvements in technology, better buildings, unusually warm winters, fluctuations in energy prices, or even a recession.
115 Market participants, therefore, should be required to demonstrate that the energy savings they are claiming (even if accurately verified) have occurred because of the ESCert trading program rather than from these other "background" factors in the economy.
Third, some efficiency improvement occurs in industrial firms due to natural turnover of capital stock. Consider a steel manufacturing plant that replaces an outdated, 1970s boiler with a modern, efficient one, and therefore surpasses its government-set energy efficiency target under an ESCert program. In an energy efficiency market similar to PAT-one that focuses on energy end-users-the steel manufacturer may earn ESCerts worth hundreds of thousands of dollars. The additionality problem is that the boiler would have to be replaced at some point in the near future even in the absence of the program. There is a strong argument that the energy efficiency gain the firm has experienced is not additional, and an ESCert award would be an illegitimate "anyway" credit. 116 112. See FRIEDMAN ET AL., supra note 32, at 22 (questioning public acceptance of ESCert programs because the programs involve firms undertaking energy efficiency upgrades to save money "and then turning around and selling the proof of that savings for yet more income.").
113 
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Finally, additionality is difficult to ensure because most countries have multiple policies and incentives in place to encourage household, commercial, and industrial efficiency. 117 Common policies include tax credits, product subsidies, government procurement requirements, efficient building codes, and research and development subsidies. 118 All of these policies affect the baseline against which the ESCert credit is being issued. So, for example, if a utility relies on ESCerts to reach its energy savings target, and the ESCerts were generated by installing insulation or highly efficient appliances in residences, the credit will not be additional if the homeowners would have likely installed the same insulation or appliances due to other policy incentives. 119 In short, there are many reasons why an ESCert, purporting to represent energy savings achieved by a firm, may overestimate the savings and thereby undermine the credibility of the market. Lack of additionality has been the Achilles heel of other offset programs. 120 The CDM, for example, has been heavily criticized for its failure to ensure additionality. Scholars have documented that project developers have gamed the system by obtaining credits for greenhouse gas reductions that probably would have occurred anyway. 121 Michael Wara and David Victor showed, for example, that nearly all non-coal energy development projects in China received CDM credits, which makes sense only if one unrealistically assumes that no natural gas or renewable electricity generation would have been developed in China without the CDM credits. 122 Another study of CDM projects in India concluded that while project developers did attempt to document additionality in their applications for credits, the auditing firms accredited by the CDM Executive Board simply took the applications at face value. They were not "able or willing to thoroughly check" that the claims of additionality had evidence to back them up.
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Compared to the scholarship on additionality in carbon markets, there has been far less scholarship on additionality in energy efficiency markets, but the programs appear equally vulnerable to double-counting and flawed estimation of credits. Just as in the CDM, neither the seller UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 2016 nor the buyer of an ESCert has any incentive to ensure that the credit represents real, verified, additional energy savings. 124 The seller has an incentive to overstate energy savings to earn ESCerts, and the buyer, which is using the certificates for compliance purposes, would not typically care about the accuracy of the estimates used to generate the certificates. The market structure makes regulators the sole entity responsible for maintaining the integrity of the ESCerts. The probity of regulators (and third-party energy auditors) is all that stands between the integrity of the programs and the certification of bogus energy savings. 125 Indeed, there are some signs that the existing energy efficiency markets in Europe and India are encountering additionality problems. The ex ante approach of the European programs, based on deemed savings, ostensibly simplifies energy savings accounting and crediting, but it does not avoid problems of additionality. The issue is that some of the energy savings that utilities are claiming for ESCerts would have occurred anyway. In Italy, for example, utilities have distributed millions of compact fluorescent light bulbs to their customers, earning ex ante credits for ESCerts. 126 Many of these customers would have purchased these bulbs on their own, however, as consumers have done in the United States and elsewhere. 127 Moreover, there is no verification in Italy to ensure that customers are actually using the bulbs that were distributed. 128 In France, where utilities have earned ESCerts for installing efficient boilers, heat pumps, insulation, and windows for their customers, those same items are also eligible for homeowner tax credits. 129 Homeowners may have ultimately undertaken these projects anyway, even without utility funding or assistance. A comprehensive review of the programs in Europe concluded that the additionality of the efficiency projects used to generate ESCerts "has not been clear." firm's improvement in energy efficiency is due to the program and what portion would have occurred anyway due to background improvements in the technology or other factors discussed above. Energy auditors instead simply assess each regulated plant's energy consumption at the beginning and the end of each program cycle and divide the total energy consumed by the plant's output to get a measure of improvements in energy efficiency. 131 The additionality problem is that regulators will award ESCerts to plants that surpass their target, even though some improvement in efficiency would likely have occurred anyway.
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B. The Problem of Setting the Energy Savings Target
The second major problem with the design of energy efficiency markets is that the energy savings targets (or energy efficiency targets) have been unambitious, closely paralleling what industries and utilities were achieving on their own. If the targets are too lax, then ESCert trading prices will remain low and the program will hardly be worth the effort. The largest potential advantage of ESCert programs is that they allow trading among firms with different marginal costs of compliance, reducing the overall cost of achieving energy savings. But that advantage disappears if the target is too lax and all firms have essentially the same marginal costs of compliance.
Scholars of market-based instruments in environmental law have paid insufficient attention to this central issue of target setting. 133 The emphasis in the literature is on the trading aspect of these programs, rather than on the initial governmental responsibility of setting the program's target. 134 But the government-established target is at the core of most market-based environmental policies. The target determines the ultimate ambition and environmental results of the program. The target determines the scarcity of the traded good and therefore its selling price. From the standpoint of the environment, the stringency of the energy savings target matters far more than the trading aspects of these programs. 135 In energy efficiency markets established to date, regulators have often set weak energy savings or efficiency targets that fail to establish scarcity in the market for ESCerts. The unambitious targets instead approximate business-as-usual improvements in energy efficiency. In India, for example, the PAT program aimed for overall 5.8% gains in energy efficiency in the eight covered industries over three years, between 2012 and 2015, but the energy efficiency of Indian industry was already improving at an annual rate of 1.5% before PAT took effect. 136 The PAT targets were only slightly more stringent than what Indian industries had been achieving, on average, on their own.
To be sure, regulators could increase target stringency over time, but there are a variety of political pressures that tend to militate against more ambitious target setting. Indeed, lax targets in these programs are not an aberration. Rather, they reflect a larger trend of over-allocation and insufficient stringency in many market-based policies in environmental law.
In cap-and-trade programs, for example, Leslie McAllister has documented numerous examples of weak caps that require little change in behavior from regulated industries, drawing examples from the U.S. acid-rain program, California's RECLAIM program, and the European Emissions Trading System ("ETS"). 137 Weak caps lead to a lack of scarcity in the market for the tradable permit or allowance, and there is a correspondingly weak price signal for firms to change their behavior. Because of weak caps in the ETS, for example, allowance prices have remained below seven euros per ton of carbon dioxide for over two years, 138 far below expectations, and the ETS is now widely derided as "lifeless" 139 and "moribund." 140 With weak program targets, the supposed advantages of market-based policies in environmental law evaporate. Without a strong price signal, for example, the market will fail to incentivize deep reductions in pollution, and regulated firms will make "few, if any, emissions reductions from business-as-usual emissions." 141 Moreover, lax program targets and weak price signals will fail to spur the technology innovation that is touted as one of the primary benefits of market-based approaches to environmental law. 142 What explains the pattern of weak caps and program targets in multiple market-based environmental programs? The most likely explanation is that the weak caps and targets reflect the politics of enacting and overseeing these programs. To launch a market-based environmental program and win industry cooperation for its passage, the focus is often on the expected private costs of the program rather than the environ- mental goals. 143 Therefore, regulators have an incentive to enact weak program targets to lower the overall cost for industry. Moreover, in capand-trade programs, regulated industries tend to lobby for weak caps that ensure that allowance prices will remain reasonable even if demand for the allowances runs high. If this high demand scenario does not actually materialize, however, the program ends up over-allocating allowances, with corresponding low prices and limited environmental effectiveness.
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Another explanation for the pattern of weak program targets in market-based environmental policies is that the targets reflect cautious judgments by regulators about the technical feasibility for firms to reach the target. In setting a target for a market-based program, regulators must ask themselves: how much improvement can we realistically require of regulated firms? This judgment is inevitably shaped by the state of available technology, by politics, and by the need to get continuing cooperation from firms for the program.
Market advocates frequently claim that market-based instruments obviate the need for regulators to make these kinds of decisions about technological feasibility. 145 Nearly thirty years ago, Richard Stewart and Bruce Ackerman argued that emissions trading avoids the defects inherent in having regulators set technology-based pollution control standards for individual facilities, a task that they claimed involves massive information gathering challenges and adversarial contests over the appropriate standard. 146 Stewart and Ackerman's view-that market-based policies avoid the need for regulators to set technology-based standards-has since become conventional wisdom. 147 Market proponents overlook, however, that in setting the appropriate cap or target for a market-based environmental program, regulators are confronted with decisions on technological feasibility that are similar to those they face in enacting traditional, prescriptive environmental regulations.
148 Indeed, as David Driesen has explained, because regulators develop emissions trading programs with close attention to the level of environmental improvement that is technologically and economically feasible for firms, "emissions trading often becomes a form of [technology-based regulation], rather than an alternative to it."
149 Market-based environmental policies do provide firms with flexibility to decide how they will achieve an environmental goal, but market-based policies do not avoid the central problem that regulators face in enacting any new environmental program: deciding how much environmental improvement can feasibly be demanded, in aggregate, from the regulated firms.
In ESCert trading markets, target setting is complex and politically fraught for regulators. Should regulators require utilities to achieve a six percent reduction in energy consumption in their service areas over five years, or a ten or fifteen percent reduction? What would happen if the target is too strict and ESCerts trade at a price that begins to become noticeable on customer bills? Evidence suggests that regulators are reluctant to set ambitious targets for ESCert trading markets and often require business-as-usual reductions in energy consumption, or some small additional percentage just beyond business as usual. 150 These small, incremental steps limit the potential of energy efficiency markets to make a substantial contribution to climate change goals.
Target-setting in energy efficiency markets becomes particularly complex if regulators go beyond setting broad energy savings goals for a region or an industry to setting narrowly tailored goals for individual facilities. In India's PAT Program, for example, many firms protested that a single numeric target for improvement in energy efficiency for a given industry would be unfair because it would penalize early movers. 151 That is, facilities that had already made significant investments in energy efficiency would be asked to make the same percentage improvement in energy efficiency as antiquated, poorly-performing plants. In response to this concern, the Bureau of Energy Efficiency agreed to set individual energy efficiency improvement targets for each of the 478 plants in the program, a task that added greatly to the complexity of the program.
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The need for individuation in target setting suggests how complicated target-setting could become if energy efficiency markets were ex-148. See Emissions Trading, supra note 67, at 329 (noting that market mechanisms raise "the usual issues that arise in a traditional regulation, such as how costly reductions will be, how much benefit they will yield, and whether they are technologically achievable.").
149. Capping Carbon, supra note 134, at 6. 150. See ENERGY SAVINGS CREDITS, supra note 39, at 24, 26 (noting that many states in the U.S. have established energy savings mandates for utilities that "do not drive energy savings significantly beyond business-as-usual" and that a significant increase in these mandates would make them "politically less palatable").
151 panded to thousands of actors in various industries, as many advocates have championed. To deploy tradable ESCerts as a tool for energy efficiency across a whole economy, regulators would need to determine reasonable, technologically feasible energy savings targets for thousands of individual facilities. They would then need to measure and verify energy consumption at those facilities and reward those facilities that surpass their target. This is a mammoth undertaking on a national scale.
C. The Problem of Defining the System Boundary
A final problem with establishing markets for energy efficiency is defining the system boundary-the question of how regulators should define the geographic boundary of a participating firm, region, or facility.
In any environmental regulatory program, there is the potential that regulated firms in the jurisdiction will choose to relocate outside the jurisdiction. There is also a risk that non-regulated firms outside the jurisdiction will gain a competitive advantage vis-à-vis regulated firms in the jurisdiction. The issue of geographic boundaries is particularly pressing in climate-change programs because of the global nature of the problem. If major sources of greenhouse gas emissions react to one jurisdiction's climate-mitigation policies by relocating outside the geographic boundaries of regulation-the problem of "carbon leakage"-then the enacting jurisdiction's environmental goals will be severely undermined. 153 The greenhouse gases will simply be emitted outside the boundary of regulation.
Energy efficiency markets are prone to a similar problem, which I call "energy savings leakage." The issue is that energy savings ostensibly achieved in one location may prove to be ephemeral because energyintensive activities have simply relocated elsewhere, leading to no net reduction in energy consumption. Energy savings leakage has not been well explored in the existing literature on ESCert markets, but it could be a significant limitation on the scope of the programs, and further empirical research is necessary to document the scope of the problem.
In an ESCert trading program, the extent of energy savings leakage depends on the design of the market. Leakage is not likely to be significant under the European model of energy efficiency markets, where a limited number of energy suppliers and distributors conduct efficiency upgrades in residential and commercial facilities. The programs are national in scope, and it is unlikely that a utility would relocate its business simply because of new energy savings mandates. Any utility that finds it expensive to perform energy efficiency upgrades will simply purchase ESCerts and pay any penalty, rather than fundamentally adjust its business operations. Energy savings leakage could become a significant problem, however, under energy efficiency markets like India's PAT program, where energy end-users are expected to make efficiency upgrades within their own operations. The concern is that firms could achieve improvements in energy efficiency and earn valuable ESCerts by outsourcing their energyintensive operations to other firms that are not regulated in the market. A textile plant, for example, could improve its energy efficiency simply by outsourcing its dyeing operation elsewhere. The plant would show the same annual output of textiles with far lower energy consumption, suggesting that it has improved its energy efficiency, even though in reality it has simply outsourced part of its operation.
Because this model of an energy efficiency market measures energy consumption within the fence-line of a particular facility, it is all too easy to game the system: simply contract out, wherever possible, the energy intensive parts of a production line. 154 If this is done after the firm's baseline energy efficiency has already been measured, then any firm can make it appear that it has achieved dramatic improvements in energy efficiency. 155 Market enthusiasts are overlooking this important structural constraint on the energy efficiency markets: it matters a great deal how regulators define the "facility" to be measured. 156 If, as advocates suggest, thousands of entities could participate in a single market by seeking out opportunities to save energy and selling those energy savings to other participants, the problem of defining the "facility" to be measured and monitored becomes intractable. What would it mean to claim that a certain industry, plant, or building has achieved energy savings compared to some baseline? How would regulators delineate the boundary of the facility to be measured? With dynamic economies, low-cost shipping, and an infinite ability for any facility to contract out operations, the accounting challenge is clear. Simply measuring the amount of energy that has been consumed within some physical perimeter is insufficient. To maintain a credible system boundary in an energy efficiency market, regulators would need to monitor not only how much energy was used by a facility at the beginning and end of a program period, but also the process changes that occurred within the facility during that period. This increases both the intrusiveness of the programs and governmental monitoring costs.
V. CONCLUSION
Improving energy efficiency is critical for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, but as this Article demonstrates, policymakers seeking to harness tradable permits for energy efficiency goals face a number of challenging obstacles. Energy efficiency markets are complex-an "elaborate instrument"
157 that requires substantial government oversight-and they are hampered by persistent problems of measurement and verification. As a tool for climate change mitigation, the markets established to date have had only modest results. Although governments have been experimenting with energy efficiency markets for a decade, the markets remain operational in only a few countries, and they have not made a significant impact on the greenhouse gas emissions profiles of the countries that have adopted them. India's Perform Achieve Trade program is a new policy with substantially different parameters from the European programs, and it remains to be seen whether India's model-a national energy efficiency trading market involving industrial firms-can achieve verified improvements in energy efficiency with acceptable transaction costs.
The experience with energy efficiency markets underscores that tradable permits are not a panacea for achieving environmental goals. Indeed, if the programs are poorly designed, without adequate attention to verification and additionality, tradable permits can actually undermine environmental goals by allowing firms to avoid required environmental improvements by purchasing credits that do not represent real environmental improvements elsewhere. Tradable permits, moreover, do not avoid the need for regulators to make difficult choices on technological feasibility, target setting, and maintaining system boundaries.
The problems identified in this Article should not detract from the importance of improving energy efficiency to address climate change. Numerous studies have identified energy efficiency as one of the cheapest way to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. 158 The policy toolbox to improve energy efficiency includes many approaches, including information disclosure, government procurement, building codes, vehicle standards, energy taxes, and utility demand response programs. Tradable permit programs are not an essential part of the energy efficiency policy mix. 
